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Steel Worker injured after falling 15 feet from upper 

level framing used to erect Facebook Building 21 
 

At 8.35 am Tuesday, July 18, 2017, Menlo Park Firefighters responded to Facebook’s  
new building 21, which is being built by General Contractor Level 10 Construction.  
 
San Mateo County Public Safety Communications (PSC) received a call that a worker  
had fallen at Facebook’s new Building 21 and was injured. 
 
Menlo Quint 77, out of Belle Haven, arrived at 8.39 am. Captain Jason Martin  
quickly determined that the injured victim had fallen from steel framing on the  
fourth floor/roof and was now on the third floor injured.   
 
Fellow Steel Workers quickly came to his assistance, unclipping him from his safety  
rigging and gently laid him down on the third floor. His injuries consisted of  
significant pain, bruising and abrasions from the rapid deceleration. 
 
Fire Paramedics used exterior stairs to gain access to the male Steel Worker with  
sub-contractor Schuff Steel who advised that he had sustained a 10 to 15 foot fall  
from the fourth floor when a piece of decking or steel he stepped on partially  
dislodged. His safety harness and rigging stopped his decent prior to coming into  
contact with the third floor.  
 
Menlo Park Firefighters took full cervical spine precautions and immobilized the  
conscious patient man out of an abundance of caution and for further evaluation at  
the trauma center.  
 



Fire Captain Martin requested Menlo Battalion 1, Engine 2 and Rescue 2 out of East  
Palo Alto to assist the crew with using the 107 foot aerial ladder on Quint 77 as a  
high point to gently lower the victim to the ground using ropes as guidelines  
attached to a Stokes liter basket, which required additional fire personnel support. 
 
Battalion Chief Tom Calvert assembled and coordinated a total force of ten fire  
personnel worked seamlessly together to efficiently, effectively and safely lower the  
injured man down to an awaiting AMR Paramedic Ambulance that transported him  
to Stanford Hospitals Trauma Center. 
 
Fire Chief Schapelhouman said “fortunately, the steel worker was wearing his safety  
harnesses and rigging, which probably helped to prevent significant injury or even  
death. This is the second time we’ve been out here in the last three months for  
injured Steel Workers falling from the building, that’s not only very unusual but  
it deeply concerns me.” 
 
On April 26, 2017, two workers with Schuff Steel were working on the same building  
at an estimated height of forty feet assembling the structures steel framing when a 
catastrophic failure occurred and the steel beam they were standing on, and attached 
to, dropped an estimated 20 feet catching on a lower floor assembly, catapulting  
them towards the ground. Their safety harnesses and rigging broke and stopped  
their decent, prior to actually hitting the ground below. 
 
Similar to that event “Nothing can be touched at the accident site until CAL-OSHA  
conducts an investigation” the Fire Chief said. “We will obviously support the   
primary contractor and OSHA investigators in anyway necessary so this project can  
safely move forward to a successful conclusion, hopefully without further incident”. 
 
 

 
 


